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What’s Known
•
COVID-19 is the third coronavirus,
after severe acute respiratory syndrome
and Middle East respiratory syndrome ,
with highly pathogenic impacts to cause
an outbreak.
•
Only if healthcare systems are
thoroughly prepared and responsive
can they be relied upon to overcome
such outbreaks.

What’s New
•
Managerial interventions are the
main priority during the COVID-19
outbreak, and health centers’ readiness
is directly affected by plans proposed by
health policymakers and managers.
•
Macro external dimensions such
as socioeconomic and environmental
factors can also affect a healthcare
system’s readiness against COVID-19.
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Abstract

Background: Given the significance of the preparedness and
responsiveness of healthcare systems in relation to epidemics,
this study aimed to determine their influencing factors during
epidemic crises with a view to utilizing the findings in the battle
against the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak.
Methods: This scoping study was conducted in 2020 via the
Arksey and O’Malley approach. A systematic search was
conducted on five online databases from January 2000 to June 15,
2020. Initially, 1926 English articles were retrieved based on their
abstracts. After the screening process, 60 articles were considered
for the final analysis. Data were charted by applying Microsoft
Office Excel 2013 and were synthesized via thematic analysis.
Results: Five main factors have affected the responsiveness and
preparedness of countries during the epidemics of severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS), Middle East respiratory syndrome
(MERS), and COVID-19: community-related interventions,
managerial interventions, socioeconomic factors, the readiness
of hospitals and health centers, and environmental factors.
These themes are associated with 38 related sub-themes. The
thematic framework shows that interactions between these five
determinantes can affect the preparedness and responsiveness of
healthcare systems during pandemics/epidemics.
Conclusion: According to the results, healthcare systems
need to pay attention to their internal capacities, managerial
interventions, and health centers to overcome the current
pandemic. They should also consider such external factors as
socioeconomic and environmental determinants that can affect
their potential preparedness against pandemic/epidemic crises.
Community-related interventions such as improvement of the
community health literacy, teamwork, and social responsibility
can enhance the readiness of healthcare systems against the
COVID-19 outbreak.
Please cite this article as: Mohammadpour MT, Zarifinezhad E, Ghanbarzadegan
A, Naderimanesh K, Shaarbafchizadeh N, Bastani P. Main Factors Affecting the
Readiness and Responsiveness of Healthcare Systems during Epidemic Crises:
A Scoping Review on Cases of SARS, MERS, and COVID-19. Iran J Med Sci.
doi: 10.30476/ijms.2020.87608.1801.
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Introduction
On December 31, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO)
received reports on patients with pneumonia in Wuhan, China.
After about a week, the Chinese government confirmed a new
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coronavirus termed “the coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19)”. Faced with the broad
prevalence of the virus the world over, on March
11, 2020, the WHO declared severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2) to be a pandemic based on previous
knowledge.1 Because of the unknown nature of
the disease, however, the identification of SARSCoV-2 still depends on previous information
regarding the severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) epidemic in 2003.2 SARS-CoV-2 is
considered the third coronavirus, after SARS
and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS),
with highly pathogenic impacts to have emerged
during the past two decades.3
Previous evidence from the epidemics of
SARS and MERS has shown that only on the
condition of readiness and responsiveness on a
vast and sustainable level can governments and
healthcare systems overcome outbreaks.4 For
instance, evidence on the epidemic of SARS
indicated that certain factors were culpable
for inappropriate control and high mortality
among patients and healthcare providers; these
factors included insufficient interorganizational
coordination, a lack of hierarchical command,
inadequate allocation of resources to the
healthcare systems involved in crises, weakness
in risk management, and disorders in information
flow.5, 6 Research has also laid emphasis
upon actual and potential challenges that may
occur at the time of such outbreaks. By way
of example, Draper and colleagues concluded
that potential health risks for healthcare staff
working during a pandemic were greater than
those in normal circumstances.7 All these
pieces of evidence greatly stress the value
of preparedness and the power of disaster
management in healthcare systems. This
indication can assume greater significance,
when the degree of the extensiveness and
engagement of healthcare systems is compared
between the recent outbreaks. Records show
that although COVID-19 has thus far had lower
mortality than SARS and MERS (2.3% vs. 9.5%
and 34.4%, respectively),8 healthcare systems
at large have been more impacted by COVID19. The picture seems even graver, when
considering that despite the introduction of some
medicines as candidates for COVID-19 therapy,
highly effective medicines or vaccines have yet
to be confirmed.9 There is also evidence that
in stark contrast to the previous epidemics, so
rapid is the rise of the incidence of SARS-CoV-2
infections and related deaths, that a global panic
is inevitalbe.10
Effective prevention-based plans and
policies and moving toward fair universal health
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coverage can lessen the social and economic
burden of diseases. Also of vital importance is
the complete protection and safety of healthcare
workers during epidemics.11 Invariably, epidemic
crises complicate the process of control,
which explains why improving the community
engagement and investing in initial warning
systems may lead to the betterment of the
control and reduction of political, social, and
economic impacts.12, 13
Tackling a pandemic viral outbreak needs
a comprehensive collaboration between
public and private sectors, and an extensive
concentrated approach adopted by various
organizations involved. Ministries of health may
be considered the steward of community health,
but surely they cannot manage pandemic
circumstances alone.14, 15 It is, therefore, critical
to forge an integrated powerful leadership among
all the involved organizations and establish
a central committee to direct and supervise
activities.16 Hawryluck and colleagues proposed
an “infectious disease outbreak disaster plan”
encompassing such necessary elements as
education, manpower, data collection, research,
surveillance,
teamwork,
communication,
lobbying, and systems thinking.17
Given the different experiences of various
countries in encountering the epidemics/
pandemics of SARS, MERS, and COVID-19,
especially those regarded as underdeveloped or
developing with low incomes and concomitant
challenges in terms of financial procurement,
resource allocation, and faulty managerial
structures, it is advisable to draw upon such
collective know-how with a view to identifying
what influences the preparedness and alertness
of healthcare systems.
Accordingly, we sought to determine
the factors affecting the readiness and
responsiveness of healthcare systems during
epidemic crises with the aim of utilizing the
findings in the current battle against the COVID19 outbreak.
Materials and Methods
This study was conducted as a scoping review
based on the framework of Joanna Briggs.18 In
keeping with the Arksey and O’Malley approach,
this scoping review extracted diverse articles
on the basis of their designs, methodology, and
study populations.19
Scoping reviews can potentially recognize
the main components and related aspects of
a certain concept, and thus, help to depict a
comprehensive and thematic map from the
gathered evidence and strongly identify the
3
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gaps of knowledge in the scope.20 Accordingly,
we moved through the following five steps:
Identification of the Research Question
The research question was “What are
the main factors affecting the readiness and
preparedness of countries during an epidemic
crisis?”
The PPC (population, content, and context)
for the scoping review was defined in the first
step. The population was considered to include
all countries involved in an epidemic crisis or
somehow affected by the epidemic impacts;
the content was considered to encompass
all the strategies, factors, and elements that
affect the readiness and responsiveness of
healthcare systems; and the context was
considered to consist of all the environmental,
social, managerial, and political characteristics
that influence healthcare systems during an
epidemic crisis.
The main emphasis of this scoping review
was placed on the epidemic outbreaks of SARS,
MERS, and COVID-19.
Searching and Retrieving Relevant Studies
Relevant studies were found through a
systematic search on three online databases:
ISI Web of Science, Scopus, and ProQuest.
PubMed search engine was also used to
search two databases of PubMed Central
and MEDLINE. All the stated databases were
searched from January 1, 2000, to June 15,
2020. The search strategy is depicted in table 1,
according to which all the keywords were applied
according to MeSH terms in two categories. The
logical operator “OR” was used between all the
synonym keywords. Then, the keywords in the
first category were merged with those in the
second by applying the logical operator “AND”.
EndNote X7.1 (Thomson Reuters, USA) was
employed to manage references. The inclusion
criteria were all English full texts with quantitative,
qualitative, or mixed-method designs and all
papers in any kind of review. Proceedings,
policy papers, guidelines, and instructions were

excluded. Additionally, a hand-search was done
in Google Scholar because it lacks the capacity
of searching according to keywords or abstracts.
Most of the results of this hand-search were not
relevant and were, therefore, excluded (figure 1).
Inclusion of Relevant Studies
In this step, 1926 articles were retrieved
based on the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis
(PRISMA) flowchart (figure 1). From this total,
469 articles were duplicated and 1234 items
were excluded based on title review. A total of
136 abstracts were relevant, and 48 full texts
from among them were subjected to the final
analysis. Abstracts, whose full texts were not
in English, were excluded. All these processes
were done by two of the researchers separately.
Critical Appraisal Skills Program (CASP) was
used as a valid tool for criticizing the quality of
the included articles.21
Data Extraction and Charting and Final Collation
A data extraction form was applied for data
charting. All the included papers were extracted
via Microsoft Office Excel 2013 by two of the
researchers. These papers were selected
according to the study aim or their outcome.
Otherwise stated, articles on the experiences
of countries and healthcare systems as regards
readiness and responsiveness during one of
the SARS, MERS, or COVID-19 epidemics/
pandemics were included in data extraction and
charting. Data were continuously extracted, and
the data charting was updated. The thematic
analysis approach was applied to analyze the
charted data.22
Summarizing and Reporting the Results
The data extracted and charted from
the previous step were analyzed using a
qualitative thematic analysis.23 First, the authors
familiarized themselves with the data by reading
all the included papers and the extractions, and
then tried to identify the initial codes to each
meaningful extraction. Thereafter, all the initial

Table 1: The search strategy of the scoping review
Search Engines and Databases: PubMed (PubMed Central and MEDLINE), ISI Web of Science, Scopus, ProQuest, and Google
Scholar
Limits: Language (only resources with at least an abstract in English)
Date: up to June 15, 2020
Strategy: #1 AND #2
#1 coronavirus[Title/Abstract]) OR 2019-ncov[Title/Abstract]) OR “novel coronavirus”[Title/Abstract]) OR “respiratory syndrome
coronavirus”[Title/Abstract]) OR MERS[Title/Abstract]) OR “Middle East respiratory coronavirus”[Title/Abstract]) OR MERSCOV[Title/Abstract]) OR SARS[Title/Abstract]) OR sars-cov-2[Title/Abstract])
#2 preparedness[Title/Abstract]) OR readiness[Title/Abstract]) OR “Emergency Preparedness”[Title/Abstract]) OR “Civil
Defenses”[Title/Abstract]) OR “response plan”[Title/Abstract]) OR “RESPONSE STRATEGY”[Title/Abstract]) OR “country
readiness”[Title/Abstract])
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Records identified
through PubMed
Central and
MEDLINE
(n=499)

Records identified
through SCOPUS
(n=897)

Records identified
through ISI Web of
Science
(n=407)

Records identified
through ProQuest
(n=123)

Studies extracted from the above databases

Screening

(1926)

Records deleted after
title review

Duplicated records
removed

(n=1234)

(n=469)

Records screened by reviewing titles and duplicates

Included

Eligibility

(n=223)

Abstracts meeting inclusion
criteria
(n=36)

Full-text records for analysis
(n=48)

Figure 1: The PRISMA flowchart of the scoping review shows the process of searching, retrieving, and screening evidence via
selected databases.

codes were revised and finalized before they
were categorized as sub-themes and related
main themes. Finally, the sub-themes and
themes were labeled and tabulated. To better
understand the concept and achieve the aim of
the scoping review, we illustrated a map of the
relationships between the sub-themes and the
main themes.
Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
This study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Shiraz University of Medical
Sciences (No. IR.SUMS.REC.1399.396).
Results
The findings of the present study are presented
in table 2. From a total of 48 studies ultimately
extracted for analysis, five main themes and
38 sub-themes were identified. The main
topics were community-related interventions,
socioeconomic factors, environmental factors,
the readiness of hospitals and health centers,
and managerial interventions, each of which is
described in detail below:
Community-Related Interventions
One of the strategies emphasized
Iran J Med Sci

in

the included studies is community-related
interventions. Four (13.16%) studies regarded
these interventions as important strategies in
dealing with epidemic/pandemic conditions.24,
27-29
Improving community behavior and
engagement is effective in eradicating
epidemic-related threats and effects.28 For
instance, personal and environmental health is
considered one of the most basic communityrelated behaviors with a high impact on
controlling epidemic/pandemic crises.24
Socioeconomic Factors
Socioeconomic determinants can affect
community health and sociocultural issues.
Furthermore, a lack of stable organizational
leadership and financial resources leads to the
failure of healthcare systems, an example of
which is countries’ fears of reporting epidemics
due to economic consequences.46 Social health
determinants should also be considered by
health policymakers during epidemic/pandemic
crises. Public distrust and social stress have been
commonplace in countries such as South Korea,
where policymakers need to redouble their efforts
to build trust. Addressing social inequalities and
health communication strategies has also been a
weighty issue in South Korea’s experience.29
5
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Table 2: The main factors affecting the readiness and responsiveness of countries during SARS, MERS, and COVID-19
epidemic/pandemic crises
Main Factors
Sub-Factors
Community-related interventions
Personal and environmental hygiene23
Improving community behavioral communication24
Community engagement24-26
Public’s preventive and avoidance measures23, 27, 28
Social distancing24, 29
Reducing citizens’ anxiety23, 24
Telecommunication and media30-32
Socioeconomic factors
Political and institutional28, 31
Social determinants of health23, 27, 28, 33, 34
Universal access to healthcare during an outbreak35
Developing communication strategies36
Environmental factors
Legislation37, 38
Urbanization and globalization11
Increasing human-animal interactions39
Homeless service providers15, 34
Readiness of hospitals and health centers
Increasing the capacity of intensive care units40
Enhancing surveillance31
Negative emotional work33
Utilizing the private sector3
Training and simulation3
Laboratory preparedness38
Applying specified protocols41
Communicable disease control medical networks42
Surge capacity38, 41, 30, 43
Appropriate use of personal protective equipment36, 44, 45
Expanding telehealth30
Screening implementation30, 43
Financial resources23, 27, 46, 31, 47
Managerial interventions
Human resource and workforce management23, 27, 46, 30, 47-49
Information, education, and training23, 27, 46, 31, 26, 45, 50, 51
Physical resources44
Leadership and intergovernmental relationships36
Collaboration between health and non-health sectors3, 52
Supplies and staffing44, 38
Disaster response plans3, 44, 53
Crisis practice guidelines31, 36, 37
SARS: Severe acute respiratory syndrome, MERS: Middle East respiratory syndrome, COVID-19: Coronavirus disease 2019

Another factor, which is identified in the
current study, is sociocultural behavior. Related
experience in South Korea concerning MERS
indicates that many healthcare workers cited the
issue of stigma and avoidance, along with anger
and rage, on the part of the general population
as some of the emotional challenges in dealing
with the disease.35 Another experience gained
from the SARS outbreak is the significance of
public access to health services to prevent the
outbreak.37
Environmental Factors
Environmental factors, as another theme, can
show the multidisciplinary relationships between
health and external factors at the macro level.
Countries have been advised to build capacity
in public health laws for better prevention and
control policies in epidemic/pandemic crises.39
6

Environment factors can spread in a vast
related domain. According to our results, a
known environmental factor is the extension
of urbanization, leading to the proximity of
more people and the greater possibility of the
transmission of contagious diseases. On the
other hand, a lack of housing gives rise to the
spread of slums and inadequate access to
sanitary drinking water and food.13 Another
environmental factor influencing the occurrence
and spread of epidemics is the increase
in human-animal interactions.34 Moreover,
experiences garnered from previous epidemic/
pandemic crises point to the formidable
challenges of homelessness and the provision
of health services to the homeless. Indeed,
poor health among this population doubles the
need to take appropriate notice of this sector of
society.54
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Readiness of Hospitals and Health Centers
The readiness of hospitals and health centers
forms the cornerstone of the preparedness
and responsiveness of healthcare systems.
Increasing the capacity of intensive care units
(ICUs) by exploiting other hospital wards and
using the personnel of other wards under the
supervision and training of ICU staff is one of
the strategies of hospital readiness in case of
epidemic/pandemic crises.55, 56
With respect to the high admission rates in the
public health sector during the current epidemic,
past experience has shown that coordination
between private and public sectors and the
use of private sector capacity in this area are
helpful.15 A key component in sustaining public
health capacity is running simulations to assess
a healthcare system’s preparedness in the face
of a crisis and epidemic with the aim of identifying
weaknesses.4 Laboratory preparedness is also
a factor with the ability to play a meaningful role
in the spread of contagious diseases.41
Observing personal protection protocols
and emphasizing patient and staff safety can
significantly diminish the incidence of disease
in epidemics according to Saudi Arabia’s
experience in the MERS outbreak.42 The
experience of some countries in epidemic crises
has shown the success and effectiveness of
establishing centers and networks related to
the diseases. A case in point is the successful
experience of Taiwan.44
Managerial Interventions
Financial, physical, and human resources
affect the management and control of epidemics.
Financial resources can be in the form of
specific budgets for crises provided by the
government or society.38 Collaboration between
the health sector and other organizations such
as agriculture industries, tourism agencies,
border guards, and animal health authorities is
very important and effective during epidemics.4
Experiences from other epidemics show that
the shortage of human resources, especially
nurses, requires planning for recruitment and
training. It is also necessary to pay sufficient
heed to medical equipment and supplies as
their scarcity in epidemic crises is a common
experience.36 It is also crucial to constantly revise
and update guidelines on personnel health and
safety on account of the fact that more often
than not, there is a dearth of knowledge about
viruses in the event of a viral epidemic.25
Finally, figure 2 illustrates the probable
relationships between the main factors that
can affect the readiness and responsiveness
of healthcare systems. Health centers
Iran J Med Sci

Figure 2: The circle of the preparedness and responsiveness
of healthcare systems during outbreaks shows that readiness
can be influenced not only by managerial and communityrelated interventions, as internal and micro factors, but also
by socioeconomic and environmental factors, as external
and macro factors.

are deemed the keystone of a healthcare
system in the struggle against outbreaks
such as COVID-19. Managerial interventions
can directly affect the potentiality of the
preparedness and responsiveness of health
centers. Nonetheless, even more effective than
managerial interventions are community-related
interventions insofar as they have the potentiality
to influence the management of healthcare
systems. At the same time, the socioeconomic
determinant of the community, followed by
environmental and global factors, is a factor that
can exert more pronounced negative or positive
effects on the circle on a national or international
level (figure 2).
Discussion
The results of the current study show that five
main factors have affected the preparedness and
responsiveness of healthcare systems against
the epidemics/pandemics of SARS, MERS, and
COVID-19: community-related interventions,
socioeconomic factors, environmental factors,
the readiness of hospitals and health centers,
and managerial interventions, each of which is
discussed in depth below.
Such interventions can significantly augment
the potentiality to confront epidemic/pandemic
crises. Apropos this finding, results from a
scoping review showed that the two categories
of “collaboration, coordination, and partnerships”
and “communication” could influence the degree
of the resilience of healthcare systems during
outbreaks and natural disasters.57
Among community-related interventions,
three important sub-factors should be taken
into account: personal and environmental
7
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hygiene, community behavior improvement, and
community engagement. Previous investigations
have underscored the significance of risk
communication protocols and robust engagement
with patients during epidemics/pandemics.58, 59
It appears that attention to personal and
environmental health by strengthening public
health information and encouraging the
community to obey public protocols can boost
the readiness and responsiveness of healthcare
systems during epidemic/pandemic crises such
as the COVID-19 outbreak.
Another important sub-factor in this area is
social distancing. On this topic, Wilder-Smith
and Freedman pointed to the role of public
health measures such as social distancing in
controlling the SARS epidemic in 2003 and
enumerated the use of public health techniques
of social distancing, isolation of sick people,
and individual and community-wide quarantine
as probable effective techniques to control the
2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV).60
The last sub-factor achieved from the present
results in this area is the reduction of citizens’
anxiety. It is safe to assume that anxiety has the
potential to be endemic during viral pandemics.
On this point, Jalloh and colleagues claimed
that symptoms of anxiety, depression, and posttraumatic stress disorder were common after
one year of Ebola response.61 Concurrently,
Wong and colleagues estimated that during
the SARS epidemic, the anxiety level was high
among medical students, and those who were
in infected regions.62 It is in this context that
mental interventions in the form of virtual or
individual consults and programs and messages
disseminated via media can be helpful in
promoting community mental health.
The sub-factors of political and institutional
factors, social determinants, sociocultural
factors, economic factors, universal access,
and the development of communication
strategies can influence the preparedness and
responsiveness of healthcare systems. In the
same line, Mamelund and colleagues concluded
that a low socioeconomic status should be
considered a priority in administrating vaccines
against the pandemic of influenza.63 Moreover,
Zyaambo and colleagues concluded that the
socioeconomic position of patients could
determine differences in healthcare needs, in
tandem with health-seeking behavior.64
Considering political and institutional factors,
Liverani and colleagues highlighted the notion
that these factors might have an indirect effect
on the preparedness of healthcare systems
inasmuch as health evidence could be drawn
upon in the decision-making process.65 This
8

influence may be intensified during pandemic/
epidemic crises.
Environmental factors constitute the third
category affecting the preparedness and
responsiveness of healthcare systems vis-àvis pandemic/epidemic crises. These factors
incorporate a vast array of elements, from
legislation, urbanization/ globalization, and
climate change to increased human-animal
interactions, and thus, need categorization for
specialized attention. Jerrett and colleagues
underscored the significance of environmental
effects on healthcare expenditure in that they
could, directly and indirectly, influence the
capability of healthcare systems in combating
pandemic/epidemic crises.66
In our scoping study, we found legislation
to play a meaningful role in the readiness and
responsiveness of healthcare systems against
pandemics. In agreement with this result, Buliva
and colleagues cited the lack of integrated
approaches, weak surveillance systems, and
the absence of comprehensive response plans
among the weighty concerns in this respect.34
The readiness of hospitals and health
centers is among the factors, which can impact
the preparedness of healthcare systems during
pandemic/epidemic crises. Different subfactors are at play in this context, including
ICU capacity, surveillance, negative emotional
work, training and simulation, laboratory
preparedness, communicable disease control
medical networks, and surge capacity.
On this matter, Samina and colleagues called
for the preparedness of hospitals in dealing with
pandemics by following national and international
guidelines.67 Along the same lines, Henry
maintained that the collaboration among public
health laboratories on the provincial level was
necessary to access up-to-date and accurate
data and specimens for the management of the
influenza pandemic.68
With regard to surge capacity, Singh and
colleagues warned that lack of a universal
definition and collective decision-making
concerning surge threats could render
procedures duplicative. They also highlighted
the importance of vector outbreak prevention
and urged that differences be taken into
consideration between the endemic outbreak
of malaria and the pandemic of H1N1.36 Surge
capacity should be reinforced particularly for
healthcare systems with restricted facilities.
Phua and colleagues also gave prominence to
the need for the development of the capacity of
ICUs during the COVID-19 pandemic through
collaboration between hospital practitioners
and administrators, on the one hand, and
Iran J Med Sci
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policymakers, on the other.33
Finally, with respect to training and simulation,
Shearer and colleagues utilized decision
analysis and simulation for infectious pandemic
planning and concluded that a decision model
for controlling epidemic/pandemic crises
required attention to the integration of related
evidence.69
Managerial
interventions
constituted
the last theme extracted in this study. Such
interventions encompass a vast category of
sub-factors such as financial, physical, and
human resources; information, education,
and training; leadership; intergovernmental
relationships; interoperability between health
and non-health sectors; supplies; staffing;
disaster response plans; crisis management
and guidelines; and the rapid development of
practice guidelines. Managerial interventions
can cover manifold functions, from planning,
resource allocating, staffing, and budgeting
to monitoring, leadership, teamwork, and
communication. On this subject, Oppenheim and
colleagues proposed a framework for epidemic
preparedness containing five indices of public
health infrastructure, physical infrastructure,
institutional capacity, economic resources, and
public health communication,70 all of which are
eminently applicable and significant in epidemic/
pandemic crises such as the COVID-19
outbreak. According to the results, it appears that
managerial interventions can play an effective
and prominent role during the current pandemic.
Hence, there is a need for macro-managerial
interventions in all the aspects of prevention,
from the spread of the disease, the control of
the pandemic, surveillance, and preparedness
to the preservation and enhancement of the
capacity of the whole healthcare system. On this
detail, considering the role of primary healthcare
systems in facing the new pandemic situation or
probable future changes in the present pandemic
is recommended.
The salient strength of the present study is our
comprehensive analysis of the related evidence
on the three coronavirus-related epidemic/
pandemic crises. Furthermore, our presenting a
map to depict the significant dimensions of the
readiness and responsiveness of healthcare
systems during the crises of SARS, MERS, and
COVID-19 can be deemed another strong point
of the current investigation. Nevertheless, first
and foremost among the limitations of the current
investigation is our inclusion of records only in the
English language. Future scoping studies on this
domain should triangulate the results from the
viewpoints of policymakers, health managers,
and healthcare providers in situ.
Iran J Med Sci

Conclusion
The results of the present scoping study
show that notwithstanding their dissimilarities,
healthcare systems around the globe should
pay heed to the common determinants of
preparedness and responsiveness against
epidemics/pandemics such as MERS, SARS,
and COVID-19. These determinants, however,
have different attributes. Alternatively stated,
health centers, as the first determinant, have an
internal nature at the core of the preparedness
and responsiveness of healthcare systems
during outbreaks. Managerial interventions, as
the second internal factor, should be able to
meet and manage the needs of health centers.
Socioeconomic and environmental factors
are two external factors that can affect the
preparedness and responsiveness of healthcare
systems. These two can be discussed on a
national or international level. Finally, communityrelated interventions may have a dual nature and
need a strong relationship between healthcare
systems and other public and private systems
as well as the whole community. It seems that
these five determinants together can upgrade
the readiness and responsiveness of healthcare
systems during pandemic crises such as the
COVID-19 outbreak.
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